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CO-HEAD OF
SOCIAL MEDIA

Being part of the social media team has been a great experience. I have

met many new people from my school and created new friendships

across school programs and years. You get very close to the people who

you work with. You start off being strangers and shy around each other,

but by the end of BIGMUN you are close friends.

I applied the Press Team to experience a new side of BIGMUN. Last year I

was a member of the staff team, it was a lot of work and I truly appreciate

everyone in the team. I was asked to be Co-head of Social Media, helping

out the head, Pernille Lundborg, with all the deadlines and delegating

tasks to the members. I was very glad and thankful for the task and I was

looking forward to the event.

It has been challenging to have the role of Co-head of Social Media. I have

had to go out of my comfort zone and being in the spotlight in videos. On

the other hand, it has been an experience of a lifetime. I had lots of fun

being creative, making videos and posting on different social medias. 

II would like to thank the Head of Social Media for trusting in me to be

her right hand throughout the conference. Thank you to all the members

of the social media team for being pleasant to work with and last thank

you to all the members of the Press Team 2020 for the fun challenge. It

was a joy working with you all.

Thanks to everyone who was a part of BIGMUN 2020. It was full of

wonderful memories and I cannot wait until next year.

Best Regards,

Co-head of Social Media

Alexander Christian Holst Boje
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The normal is no longer normal and participants

have put on a role, which means they are no longer

themselves, they no longer have an identity. Lastly,

the participants turn back to the life they lived

before. Our important question was is BIGMUN a

ritual?” We were intrigued, but as we read on our

perspective shifted. The article explained that there

are three phases of a ritual. In the first phase the

subject is separated from the ways of life. This is

often seen through the change of clothing and

behaviour. The second phase is the phase of chaos.

Everything is turned upside down. The normal is no

longer normal and participants have put on a role,

which means they are no longer themselves, they

no longer have an identity. Lastly, the participants

turn back to the life they lived before.

A couple of days ago the Press team received a

request from a teacher at school. His science of

religion class had done an analysis of BIGMUN

and they wanted the Heads of Press to publish it

in the BIGMONITOR. When he had left the

Press room the Heads of Press, together with a

few members of the team, sat down to read the

article. It started: “On Friday, 20 students from

Birkerød Gymnasium joined BIGMUN to make

an anthropology field study of Homo

bigmundus. The article explained that there are

three phases of a ritual. In the first phase the

subject is separated from the ways of life. This is

often seen through the change of clothing and

behaviour. The second phase is the phase of

chaos. Everything is turned upside down. 

W H A T I S

B I G M U N , R E A L L Y ?

A R E S P O N S E T O A N

A N T H R O P O L O G I C A L

S T U D Y

B Y  J U L I E  B R I N K I N G  
© Yassin Shelbaya

© Yassin Shelbaya
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The team was a bit shocked to hear the claim that we had lost our

identities being part of a community. While the concept of an

anthropological study of the conference was interesting, the team

could not help but feel condescended and a little ridiculed by the

use of the analogy of a carnival beggar dressing up as the king.

The Head of Press kindly explained the team’s position to the

teacher and everything was good. Yet, the impact of the article can

still be felt by the Press team. Is this really an illusion of reality? –

it is, after all, a simulation of the United Nations. Are we putting

on a role? While there is some truth to the concept (we are

wearing formal clothing, speaking differently, obeying certain

rules), does this experience not play a part in shaping our identity,

rather than neglecting it?

To justify our claims of what BIGMUN

really is, I asked members of Staff, Press,

Big9, Board of Directors, Chairs, and

delegates what they think BIGMUN really

is. They unanimously agreed that the

conference is a learning experience and

participants are passionate when they have

to work together on solutions. A goal of

BIGMUN is to get the youth involved in

real-world issues and to aid our

understanding of different beliefs and

points of view. BIGMUN gives participants

a sense of achievement and helps us

become the adults that we are meant to be.

From an anthropological point of view, what the students have done is

incredible. It is true that we have created a universe that is different from

our usual school days. Parts of the school are even closed off and people

who are not a part of BIGMUN are purposely kept out of the conference.

It is understandable how the conclusion, based on the observations done

by the students, came to be somewhat hostile and perceived as

condescending. Observations without explanations are often received

negatively, as the observed will often want to defend the actions of him-

or herself or their society.

© Yassin Shelbaya

© Nameera Hasnain
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What we noticed were the accusation of power abuse and punishments. Where there is power there

will always be power abuse. That is just how human beings work. The anthropological study

concludes that the conference is also a way of realising and understanding how society works and

what pillars keep it from falling apart. Yet, the BIGMUN hierarchy we conform to is established for a

reason. It helps divide and share responsibilities equally, so that everybody knows who to turn to for

help and what to do in order to give everybody the best experience of BIGMUN. To anyone reading

this, we guarantee that no chair or other people with power have turned into ruthless dictators.

A reappearing attitude towards BIGMUN from students who

are not a part of it, is that it is ridiculous. An easy response to

something you are excluded from is to make fun of it, find its

flaws and, in this case, analyse it to understand it. To be frank,

if our aching feet and neatly tied ties were not keeping us in

character, we would laugh as well. Because what we are doing

(not what we are debating and the reason we are here) is

ultimately shutting other people out. By changing our everyday

life for half a week, we are also changing the students of the

school’s everyday life. Students who are not a part of BIGMUN

get extra assignments to do at home in order to keep them off

school ground to make room for the conference and they are

denied access to parts of the school that they normally spend

time on five days a week. In addition to this, hundreds of

foreign students use what was their space and they are dressed

very differently. All in all, the students are alienated in their

own environment and BIGMUN participants are treated as

aliens, or Homo bigmundus.

To end this response, it is

important to understand that from

an outsider’s point of view what

we are doing for five days every

February is absurd. However, it is

also our responsibility and duty to

clarify what we are doing. We

encourage the students of the

science of religion class to re-do

this study next year, keeping in

mind what purpose the conference

has and why we are

here.  Hopefully, we can together

come to a new conclusion where

we agree that the conference is

only as absurd as our world is.

© Nameera Hasnain
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THE DAY IT ENDED
By Jana Gad

© Emily Slorup

© Emily Slorup
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The closing ceremony was

held in the school's large

Assembly Hall. The

ceremony began with awards

being presented to the

delegates of the different

committees; including awards

for “Best First Time

Delegate” and the “Best

Delegate”. This was followed

by lovely speeches given by

many of the BIG9 students.

This included a speech by the

Secretary General, Danya

Andrea Novak, and speeches

by the Heads of Staff,

Carolina Abeledo Vilariño

and Andrea Brun Lau

Christensen. Melike Yarar

and Pernille Ella Lundborg,

the Heads of Press, also

spoke at the ceremony,

highlighting how the Press

Team had worked this

conference. Andrew Archer,

who was this year's BIGMUN

conference coordinator, also

gave a wonderful speech to

round off, thanking the BIG9

members for their ongoing

commitment and dedication.

BIGMUN 2020 was a huge

success and the memories of

this conference will stay with

us for a lifetime. The

countdown for the next

conference, BIGMUN 2021,

has already begun.

underappreciated, the staff

and press teams have worked

extremely hard these past

days. “Writing articles every

single day was a really unique

and enlightening experience.

It was something I had never

tried before and I definitely

hope to do it again” says 

Kaya Newhagen who was  a

diligent journalist at

BIGMUN 2020. 

This crisp morning, the busy

delegates met at 9am to

participate in their final

sessions. The delegates

worked closely together to

finalise the resolutions they

had been carrying out for the

past four days. The plenary

sessions lasted until 2pm,

before the closing ceremony

then began.

Layout by Luisa Friis Dela

Tearful goodbyes…… today

was the final day of

BIGMUN 2020.

Host families dropped off

their delegates to the school,

many with cherished

memories and warm hugs. I

spoke to one of the host

students, Lucia de Rosa

Hansen, who said that

“hosting was a fun and new

experience. It gave me the

opportunity to learn more

about a different culture and

make everlasting friendships.

I will definitely miss my

friends from the

Netherlands”. 

The conference had

welcomed over 500 students

from many different nations.

The majority of the delegates

came from familiar schools,

who had been at previous

BIGMUN conferences.

However, this year’s

BIGMUN conference was

quite special as it also had the

honour of welcoming

newcomers from Saudi

Arabia.

“We have worked really hard

and it has been really

stressful” says Theodor

Neesgaard, a dedicated staff

member. Although 

© Emily Slorup
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The Woman In Control

Danya described her job as the role that “makes sure everyone is doing their role and keeping track

of everyone.” Danya stated that she “works a lot with the DSG’s” which are the Deputy Secretary

Generals who also partake in the BIG 9. Danya along with the DSG’s have “picked the

committees, the specific topics, and the countries that will be in each committee…” Danya also

works on a practical job surrounding the ins and outs of the conference, to make sure it all runs

smoothly. Danya also participated in the BIGMUN Conference last year as a co-chair of Ecosoc 2

WHAT BRINGS BIGMUN ALL TOGETHER

The BIG 9 play one of the most crucial roles in the BIGMUN

Conference. They are the backbone of planning practical

arrangements and are constantly working behind the scenes. At

the head of the conference is the Secretary General. This year’s

role of Secretary General is fulfilled by Danya Novak.

By: Kaya Newhagen

© Poloumi Bapat
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Danya stated a crucial part of organizing a great

conference3 is picking “the right SO’s and topics

for the committees.” SO’s are student officers or

chairs for the debates. The BIG 7 from last year

are what inspired Danya to take a role in the

Conference this year. She says that “seeing how

happy it made people to take part in BIGMUN

and something bigger than themselves” made her

want to be a part of it. 

Danya says everyone “should join if they want to

meet new people and be part of a team project

that comes together over the course of the year.”

When asked if she felt unprepared for the

conference she stated “You’ll always 

feel nervous before something, 

because there are a million things 

that can go wrong…” however, 

Danya also commented on how 

she felt that the BIG 9 “is a 

really good team…we didn't 

have any problems and it was 

always a pleasure to 

meet on Wednesday’s.” 

Danya emphasized that 

the reason the conference 

has worked so well is 

because the BIG 9 are all 

happy and excited about 

making the conference the 

best it can be. 

Danya said the BIG 9 team “tried to digitalize the
conference as much as possible..” She said they had
attendance on computers and a google drive for all
the information which made it more organized. Due
to this being the 10th year of BIGMUN the BIG 9
introduced confetti and colorful flags at the opening
ceremony to make it a special experience.

It is safe to say this conference would not work
without the hard working people holding it
together. Danya and her team have all put in
endless amounts of effort over the last year to
make sure this week worked as well as it could
and it has obviously succeeded. We hope Danya
and her committee have inspired you to
participate in any part of the BIGMUN
Conference next year.

© Yassin Shelbaya

Layout: Noëlle Eulderink
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“We are One Woman, Your hopes are mine. We

shall shine.” that is a line from the chorus of UN

women’s song: One woman. Created by the UN

organisation UN women Here a BIGMUN we value

equality and we pride ourselves on having women in

power, seven of Big 9 are women, the staff is run by

women and BG MUN liaisons are women. Today I

managed to catch Amalie Devantier one of the MUN

liasons here at Birkerød Gymnasium. She explained

to me that MUN was not always as female driven as

it is today: “a lot has changed over the past three

years I have been at this school, I remember when I

came here I was a Pre-IB student and MUN, not so

much BIGMUN, but MUN was definitely kind of a

boys club.” We have clearly moved past this as even

here in the Press room only 1 of the 7 heads is male

the rest are women. 

It is hard for MUN to emanate equality when it is

merely a model of the UN which still has major

equality issues. 2.5 more men are appointed to the

UN than women, and men get 3 times more

promotions. Equality in the UN is an uphill battle,

even though many great initiatives have been set in

motion. Rome wasn’t built in a day and we

shouldn’t expect equality to appear overnight. 

Hopefully we, the future generation can help stop

this, as Amalie says

“I think the UN has a lot to learn from MUN

conferences because you can see these women who

are taking charge and also to go against many of the

things we’re taught by society.”

Who would have thought that a movement which

seemed impossible in the beginning could reach to

the lengths it has. On the 2nd of July 2010 in New

York City, the UN voted unanimously for the

establishment of UN Entity for Gender Equality and

the empowerment of Women, which was to be known

as UN women. In January 2011 UN Women was in

full function, we can only hope that our progress

here at BIGMUN, can help the UN on their mission

to establish complete gender equality in power and

life. By setting an example, and sending our

delegates out ready to change the world. Here at

BIGMUN progress was made last year: “Last year

the secretary general and both the DSGs were

female and I think there was a change in tone.” We

hope that the progress made last year will continue

into the future.

The women of the UN go through a constant uphill

battle, and we have to fight back against the People

who say we can not do it because of our gender.

Whether this is protesting against politicians or

proving them wrong and taking power. This is the

time of change, and change will happen.

The Women of BIGMUN
 A LIGHT FOR THE FUTURE 

BY MIRIAM BRICKMAN

LAYOUT BY MARGRETHE N. SØRENSEN

©AVIAJA HOLCK ROSSEN

©AVIAJA HOLCK ROSSEN
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A TALK
WITH THE
HEADS OF
STAFF

BY JONATHAN SYBERG

Layout by Anna Sejer Nielsen

 

For nearly an entire year, all of the BIG9 have been

hard at work, organizing the tenth anniversary of

BIGMUN. All of them have their own roles and have

all done excellent jobs, but this article gives the

spotlight to the two Heads of Staff. As you know, the

staff members work very hard to help BIGMUN run

the way it does. This would not have been possible

without the wonderful masterminds providing

organization and direction to the conference, Andrea

Christensen and Carolina Vilariño.

I sat down with the two and asked them a few

questions about the BIGMUN conference:

What do you think is the best part about

BIGMUN?

Carolina kicked off the interview with “Seeing

everything being put together and then seeing our staff

work so hard to make everything go smoothly. Andrea

continued “To see people having fun, participating in

what we have spent the last 9 months organizing. We

sometimes refer to it as our baby, because it has been

9 months in the making.” Thankfully the pair was still

able to include some humour in their responses, even

after such an exhausting week. It is this type of

optimism that helps BIGMUN succeed.

© Jeimmy Paz

© Jeimmy Paz
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What is it like to be one of the BIG9?

Carolina made sure to comment on the ‘high risk, high reward’

element of BIGMUN, saying “Stressful. But honestly, I think the

stress is kind of worth it.” Andrea had much the same thoughts,

expressing that “It is very stressful but it’s also kind of nice,

because we also know everything that's going on.” Obviously they

took on massive expectations when applying for the roles of

Heads, but they made sure to do their best, and thankfully their

efforts paid off.

Describe the conference in one word/sentence

Instinctively, the reply was “One sentence? There’s so much to

say!”. They were given some time to think their responses over.

Carolina came to the conclusion that “Successful” best described

the conference. Andrea said that “I think it’s about networking

and also having fun. It really makes me happy to see that all these

people are having fun, especially last night at the party.” Only

good things to say about BIGMUN from the two, clearly

reflecting the attitude needed for such demanding  jobs.

What is your best advice to people new to BIGMUN?

The initial answer was short and sweet, a collective “Have fun.”.

Carolina added, “Enjoy it while it lasts because it’s going to be

over before you know it”.  “Talk to that person who you want to

be friends with” were the encouraging words from Andrea,

emphasising the social elements of BIGMUN. With a laugh

Carolina said, “Suck up to the BIG9!” with clear sarcasm, once

again presenting her calm and humorous leadership abilities.

© Jeimmy Paz
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Has your participation in BIGMUN

influenced your choices of further

studies?

Carolina said “I have already applied to

universities and to the degree I wanna

study, but I guess that I sang at the opening

ceremony which makes it relevant. I’ve

known for a while what I wanna do. I

really love organizing, it was so much

fun.” Carolina is pursuing a singing career,

but skills developed because of BIGMUN

are sure to help her on the way.

The experiences of these Heads are just two examples of what

BIGMUN means to people. In short, this wonderful

opportunity-filled event is helping  people with much more

than just their debating skills. It helps us explore a variety of

things, such as Andrea’s undiscovered joy of organizing and

leadership. I am sure that you will join 

me in hoping that BIGMUN continues

to encourage and inspire us.

© Yassin Shelbaya

What do you wish you knew about the

conference before it started?

Carolina was quick to answer “What we were

supposed to do. Because we weren’t sure what we

were gonna do so we were just running around

asking the board of directors ‘what do we do?’”

Andrea agreed with  this and elaborated, “The only

thing we had prepared for was the opening

ceremony because we knew we had to set stuff up

but we weren’t prepared for all the questions.”

Basically, the pair encourage that future participants

are clear on what it is they are in for.
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CONS
TRUCTIVE
COMMUNI
CATION
CLIMATE
CHANGE

BY OLIVIA RYGAARD-HJALSTED

One day at lunch in 8th grade, I fell into a

conversation with my friend about climate

change. She confessed to me that she felt

somewhat overwhelmed by the flood of climate-

related news she was exposed to, and honestly

felt that she was doing everything she could do

to combat climate change. Intrigued, and not a

little skeptical, I asked her what she was doing.

Somewhat falteringly, she told me that she had

started taking shorter showers, that her family

recycled (even organic waste!), and that in

general, she just cared a lot about the

environment. I then proceeded to point out she

traveled via plane for leisure multiple times a

year, consumed animal products, and had a

closet overflowing with clothes as a symptom of

her general shopaholic tendencies.

Visibly upset, she quickly withdrew from the

conversation and left the table. I’m unaware that

either of us got anything out of the conversation

other than a defensive anger.
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This simple interaction highlights

the delicate nature of discussing

climate change, a topic rife with a

wide spectrum of emotion with

everything from guilt and fear to

denial and hopefulness. Starting a

serious, honest conversation with

others - or with yourself - about

climate change can feel like

treading carefully around in a

minefield, never far from saying or

implying something radical or

unwelcome. It can at times seem

that instances of truthful and

constructive climate debate are few

and far between. When we all

share in the blame, as in the case

of climate change, discussions

often resort to half-heartedly

beating around the bush or

pointing accusatory fingers at

others.

COMMUNICATION
AND WHERE IT GOES

WRONG
To understand what constructive

communication is, let’s first

examine the opposite. Non-

constructive communication is

characterized by attacking the

other person (instead of the issue at

hand) in discussion, ridiculing or

belittling to your conversation

partner, and it triggers

defensiveness and hurt feelings.

Defensiveness is a response to

attacks on self-esteem and almost

always leads to an unwillingness to

listen rationally to what is said,

and sometimes a downright,

closed-minded rejection of the

other’s arguments. This is directly

counterproductive to

communication.

Communicating constructively

requires avoiding ad hominem

slandering and focusing

unwaveringly on the problem at

hand. You must meet your

discussion partner with respect for

their positions and an open-mind.

At the same time, especially in

regard to an issue as serious as

climate change, it’s paramount to

still be insistent and self-critical.

Always keep in mind that you’re

discussing with the intention of

sharing and gaining insights, not

‘winning’ a debate or asserting

moral superiority

But, as was explored in the

previous issues of BIGMONITOR,

stalling our discussions of climate

change has severe consequences

and is the last thing we can afford.

This article will explore how to

communicate effectively and

constructively about climate

change. Additionally, the most

important points of the previous

climate related articles will be

summarized in a concluding

perspective of our role in climate

change.

Hopefully it is clear that this is

exactly what happened in the

anecdote above. I passive

aggressively attacked my friend’s

perception of herself as an

environmentally conscious person,

and she (predictably) was hurt by

this and reacted defensively.

Far from having the intended

effect of honestly discussing our

role in relation to climate change,

this interaction left us both

frustrated and none the smarter.

What, then, is constructive

communication?

HONEST AND OPEN-
MINDED

Watching Leonardo DiCaprio

nearly choking up while

addressing the UN or Greta

Thunberg angrily condemning

climate inaction, it becomes clear

that climate change is an extremely

emotionally charged phenomenon.

While emotions can be misleading

or debilitating, they are key to

climate action and can be

harnessed with great benefit to

inspire motivation and

perseverance.

EMOTIONAL, NOT
IRRATIONAL
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This carbon footprint can be offset

via a variety of tree-planting

schemes, among these Trees For

The Future (TREES). This non-

profit organisation works in

collaboration with farmers in

multiple African countries to

improve agricultural yields with

the practice of agroforestry.

Agroforestry is a land-use system

where trees deliberately are grown

(intercropped) among food crops.

These trees provide shade for

crops and protect against erosion.

With their deeply penetrating

roots, they can reach plummeting

ground-water reservoirs, which

they can redistribute to higher

levels in the soil profile. Trees

diversify crops, increase

biodiversity, and sequester CO2.

A plant-based diet emits, on

average, approx. 1.5 tons CO2e

less per year than a meat-rich diet

for every 2000 kcal food

consumed (most Westerners

consume more than 2000

kcal/day). Taking into

consideration the full lifecycle of

aircrafts and fuel, aviation emits

approx. 250 kg CO2 e per hour per

passenger. Moreover, since the

planet also has critical boundaries

for tolerable ecosystem

destruction, water pollution, and

biodiversity loss, it is crucial that

we think beyond solely greenhouse

gases and reduce and streamline

our general material consumption.

Our safe carbon budget (the

amount of CO2e our planet can

safely handle without dire

consequences) works out to be

approx. 1 metric ton CO2 e per

person per year. The average

citizen in westernized countries

exceeds this budget by a whopping

factor of 5-20. Thus, for these

individuals, massive CO2 e

reductions in the range of 80-95%

must be made to reach a level of

absolute sustainability. This

requires substantial behavioural

change.

If after a week of climate themed

debate, you’re ready to take step

towards meaningfully reducing

your carbon footprint, consider

checking out Global Footprint

Network’s online ecological

footprint calculator. Based on an

array of parameters (consumption

of meat, transportation, size of

house and family), the calculator

makes an estimate of how many

planets our population would need

if everyone lived like you.

Clicking ‘See Details’ also reveals

your carbon footprint in tons.

Humans are famously poor at

behavioural change, but there is

some hope to find in radical

technological developments trying

to shortcut past the need for

behavioural change to target

climate change. In vitro meat and

GMO improving photosynthetic

efficiency both show great

potential and may be necessary to

sustainably feed the Earth’s 9-11

billion inhabitants in 2100.

SUMMA SUMMARUM
This evidence-based series of

articles has attempted to shed light

and crunch the numbers on the

complex machinery of climate

change. It must be noted that the

figures on climate change contain

some uncertainty and disagreement

between sources, and must be

taken with a grain of salt.

The series’ key findings have

been:
PSSSST!

The farmers TREES work with

experience significant increases in

yield which lead to increased food

and financial security, all the while

TREES provides a cost-effective

means for carbon offsetting, with

every tree sequestering  on average

15.7 kg CO2 per year at the price

of 10 cents per tree.

However, these emotions can not

be allowed to run wild into the

irrational. While climate change

cannot be approached exclusively

from the facts - emotional and

cultural aspects must be properly

harnessed - it is imperative that

any discussion of climate change

takes place on a rational, evidence-

based footing.

LAYOUT- MIKO NERVIOL17
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